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1. General information about the language
1.1. General remarks
1.1.1. Sociolinguistics
Geographical Distribution of Argobba
• more ethnic Argobba than Argobba speaker, most Argobba switched to
Amharic or Oromo
• several regional varieties, not all described
• data in this presentation from variety spoken in two villages Shonke and
T’ollaha

Sociolinguistic situation of Argobba of Shonke and T’ollaha
• several hundred speakers (or up to 3000?)
• minority language, dominant languages Oromo and Amharic
• intensive multilingualism and language contact effects
• language locality surprisingly high

1.1.2. Classification
Dominance of ignorance
• for decades knowledge about the language was dominated by works of
Leslau (1959, 1997)
• discussion of classificatory status: individual language or dialect of Amharic
• with no doubt genetically closest relative of Amharic
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Argobba as older sister of Amharic
• Argobba is in fact much more conservative than Amharic
• preserved pharyngal consonants
• verbal morphology more complex than Amharic
• preservation of Ethiosemitic agreement markers
• preserved many common Ethiosemitic lexical roots

1.2. Typological features
• nonlinear morphology with root-template system
• verb final language,
• nouns are marked for number and case
• dependent marking in NPs
• head marking in VPs

2. Some remarks on the verbal morphology
Table 1 shows the basic structure of different paradigms based on the the verbal
root s-b-r with the meaning ‘to break’.

Table 1: Basic structure of verbal inflection

Template Base paradigm example gloss
C₁ɜC₂C₂ɜC₃ sɜbbɜr- perfektive sɜbbɜr-ew „I broke‟
C₁ɜC₂C₃ -sɜbr- imperfektive ɨnnɜ-sɜbr „we break‟
C₁C₂ɜC₃ -sbɜr- jussivs yɨ-sbɜr-u „they should break‟
C₁ɜC₂C₃C₃ sɜbɨrr- converb sɜbɨrr-o „he breaks and ...‟
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3. Some notes on the syntax
3.1. Structure of appositional phrases
(1)

prp noun adv/rn/pp
Example (2) ɨntɜʕaro lɨʕla „above the gravel‟ illustrates the typical structure
of appositional phrases in Argobba which consist of a preposition (ɨntɜ-) that
indicates the general relational meaning, a nominal head and an adverb, a post-
position or a relational noun (lɨʕla) which specifies the relational meaning.
(2) ɨntɜʕaro

ɨntɜ-ʕaro
from-gravel

lɨʕla
lɨʕla
above

ʕafɜr
ʕafɜr
earth

ɨddewwɜlɜll
ø-ɨddewwɜl-ɜll-ø
3sg.m-be-put.inipfv-aux-3sg.m

‘Earth is being put above the gravel’

3.2. Structure of subordinate clauses
Subordination of adverbial clauses are marked on the verb. Argobba has differ-
ent types of temporal clauses which express different temporal relations such as
simultaneity (3) or posteriority (5).

3.2.1. Temporal clauses expressing simultaneity
The construction of temporal clauses expressing simultaneity consists of a verb
in the imperfective paradigm which has a prefix s- as subordination marker.
(3)

temporal clause main clause
s-+ verb.ipfv finite verb

(4) tɜbetu
tɜ-bet-u
in-house-poss.3sg.m

siweʔ
s-y-weʔ
when-3sg.m-enter.ipfv

lɨǰačč
lɨǰ-ačč
chid-pl

tɨɲɨʕɨččɜm
tɨɲɨʕɨčč-ɜm
sleep.cvb-3pl

ɨmbɜrɜy
ɨmbɜr-ɜy
past.aux-3pl
‘When he entered his house, his children had fallen asleep.’

3.2.2. Temporal clauses expressing posteriority
The construction of temporal clauses expressing posteriority is parallel to the
construction of appositional phrases. Since relativized verbs behave syntactically
like nouns, they can function as head of an appositional phrase. The construction
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consists of a verb in the relative perfective form which is preceded by a preposi-
tion ɨntɜ- with ablative meaning ‘from’ and followed by a specifying postposition
amoče meaning ‘away from the point of reference’.
(5)

temporal clause main clause
ɨntɜ-+ rel-verb.per + amoče finite verb

(6) nɨščɨtti
nɨšč-tti
woman-art.f

dorɨččin
dor-čči-n
chicken-art.m-acc

ɨntišerrɜħɜčč
ɨntɜ-i-šerrɜħ-ɜčč
from-rel-buy.pfv-3sg:f

amoče
amoče
after

lɜħɨta
lɜ-ħɨt-a
for-sister-poss.3sg:f

hawɜččɜya
haw-ɜčč-ɜya
give.pfv-3sg:f-obj.3sg:f

‘After the woman had bought the chicken, she gave it to her sister.’

3.3. A case of grammaticalization: from temporal to conditional clause
Another construction illustrates the grammaticalization from temporal meaning
to conditional meaning. The construction in question (7) uses the ablative prepo-
sition ɨntɜ- which is combined with a verb in the relative perfective. Depending
on context and semantics of the verb this construction can either have an ambiva-
lent reading as in (8), i.e. expressing either time or real condition, or it marks
only real condition as in (9).
(7)

Protasis Apodosis
ɨntɜ- rel-verb.pfv finite verb

(8) ɨntimɜt’t’ex
ɨntɜ-i-mɜt’t’-ex
when-rel-come.pfv-2sg.m

ɨnnɨxedɨnna
ɨnn-xed-nna
1pl-go.ipfv-aux.1pl

‘As soon as/ In case you come, we will go.’
(9) ɨni

ɨni
dem

sɜrɨččin
sɜro-čči-n
cloth-art.m-acc

ɨntiddɜdɜy
ɨntɜ-i-ddɜd-ɜ-i
if-rel-like.pfv-3sg.m-obj.3sg.m

yɨšɜrrɨħabb
y-šɜrrɨħ-ɜbb
3sg.m-buy.jus-obj.3sg.m
‘If he likes this cloth, he should buy it.‟
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4. The particle =ga
4.1. Morphosyntactic properties of =ga
The enclitic =ga can attach to a remarkably wide range of words: nominals
(nouns, pronouns, demonstratives) as well as numerals, relativized verbs, verbs,
the existential and the copula.
While the etymology of the particle is not clear (there is a enclitic =ga in
Amharic with a locative meaning), its functional distribution is clearly the result
of a grammaticalization process from time > condition (cf. Heine und Kuteva
2002: 202).

4.2. Marking temporal phrases
4.2.1. With nouns
In (10) double marking local-temporal prefix bɜ- and=ga.
(10) bɜsɜbasɜbatga

bɜ-sɜbasɜbat=ga
in-seventyseven=time

ɨndɨg
ɨndɨg
many

sɜwačč
sɜw-ačč
person-pl

ħallɜkʼɜy
ħallɜk-ʼɜy
pass.away.pfv-3pl

‘In seventy-seven many people died.’
But in (11) there is only=ga as marker of the temporal relation.
(11) zuhurga

zuhur=ga
noon=time

ħalk’ɜll
ħalk’-ɜll-ø
3sg.m-end.ipfv-aux-3sg.m

‘It will end at noon.’

4.2.2. With pronouns, demonstratives and numerals
When=ga is be attached to pronouns such as the indefinite pronoun manɨm ‘any’
in (12) or the selecting interrogative pronoun et ‘wich’ in (13), with a demonstra-
tive (14) or with a numeral (15) it conveys still the lexical meaning ‘time’.
(12) manɨmga

manɨm=ga
any=time

tɜbetɨyye
tɜ-bet-yye
to-house-poss.1sg

mɜmtiʔ
mɜmtiʔ
come.vn

ɨfɜrkɨllɨx
t-ferk-ll-x
2sg.m-can.ipfv-aux-2sg.m

‘You can come to my house at any time.’
(13) etɨga

et=ga
which=time

ʔatɜll
ø-ʔat-ɜll-ø
3sg.m-enter.ipfv-aux-3sg.m

‘When will he come home?‘
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(14) ʔoga
ʔo=ga
dem=time

tɜk’ɜbbɨllɜna
tɜk’ɜbɨll-ɜna
accept.cvb-1pl

bimbɜrena
bi-mbɜr-ena
cond-aux-1pl

‘If we had accepted it at that time’
(15) gɜmɜša

gɜmɜša
gɜmɜša

malɜt
malɜt
say.inf

ħandga
ħand=ga
one=time

ɨmmittɨħerrɜs
ɨmm-y-ttɨħerrɜs
rel-3sg.m-be.plowed.ipfv

nɜy
nɜ-y
cop-3sg.m

‘Gämäsha means (a field) which is plowed once.’

4.3. Marking temporal clauses
4.3.1. With relativized verbs
In the examples (16) and (17) the particle=ga functions as the head of a relative
clause, thus the whole constructionmust be analyzed as a NPwith=ga as its head
meaning ‘time’.
(16) ʔamɨr

ʔamɨr
order

it’ɜrrɜrga
i-t’ɜrrɜr-ø=ga
rel-be.serious.pfv-3sg.m=time

fɜrɜnǰ
fɜrɜnǰ
white.man

mɜt’t’ɜlɜna
mɜt’t’-ɜ-l-ɜna
come.pfv-3sg.m-appl-obj.1pl
‘At the time when the order (of the government) became serious the white
people came for us (to our help).’

(17) ifɜnaddɜʕɨga
i-fɜnaddɜʕ-ø=ga
rel-explode.pfv-3sg.m=time

abbayye
abbayye
Abbayye

fɜk’i
fɜk’i
Fäqi

aħmɜd
aħmɜd
Ahmed

ɨntɜwanša
ɨntɜ-wanša
from-cave

mɨdɨr
mɨdɨr
earth

ɨssebbɜr
ɨssebbɜr-ø
break.pfv-3sg.m

bɨyyɜm
bɨyy-ɜm
sag.cvb-3pl

dɜngɨč’č’ɜm
dɜngɨč’č’-ɜm
be.frightened.cvb-3pl

ɨt’t’ɜy
ɨt’t’-ɜy
come.out.pfv-3pl

„When it burst Abbayye Fäqi Ahmed, thinking that the earth was broken,
was shocked and came to of the cave.‟

4.3.2. With verbs
The examples (18) and (19) represent the stage where the=ga-construction can't
be analyzed as a NP since the relative marker i- is absent. Thus =ga has de-
veloped in a pure marker for syntactical subordination, here with a temporal
meaning.
This process can be illustrated as Relative-verb.pfv=ga > Verb.pfv=ga (cf.
Heine et al. 1991: 229)
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(18) ʔattenaga
ø-ʔatt-ena=ga
rel-enter.pfv-1pl=time

ɨnnɨfɜč’ɨnna
ɨnn-fɜč’-nna
1pl-grind.ipfv-aux.1pl

‘When we come home, we will grind.’
(19) mɜggabit

mɜggabit
March

weʔga
weʔ-ø=ga
enter.pfv-3sg.m=when

zɜriʔ
zɜriʔ
seed

yafattɨħall
y-afattɨħ-ɜll-ø
3sg.m-start.ipfv-aux-3sg.m

‘When March comes seeding begins.’
There are some few examples in my corpus where =ga in fact attaches to a
temporal clause which is subordinated with the prefix s-, i.e. attaching to a verb
in the imperfective form (20).
(20) ɨyyiħaddɜr

ɨyyi-i-ħaddɜr-ø
prog-rel-spend.night.pfv-3sg.m

sik’et’t’ɨlga
s-y-k’et’t’ɨl=ga
when-3sgm-continue.ipvf=time

sɜfɜra
sɜfɜra
resettlement

ɨntaxxɨdexum
ɨnt-al-xɨd-exum
if-neg-go.pfv-2pl

ɨrdata
ɨrdata
help

annawɜxmum
al-nn-aw-ɜxmu-m
neg-1pl-give.ipfv-obj.2pl-neg

alɜy
al-ɜy
say.pfv-3pl
‘After a certain time had passed they told us: “We don’t give you help if
you don’t go to the resettlement.’

4.3.3. A completive aspect with restricted distribution
The particle is also used in a special construction which marks a type of comple-
tive aspect. This construction consists of a verb in the converb paradigm which
is followed by the quasi-auxiliary addemmɜr to which=ga is attached (for quasi-
auxiliaries cf. Heine 1993: 15). The converb as well as the quasi-auxiliary are
inflected for the subject. This construction can only be used for forming subordi-
nate clauses. i.e. this ‘completive aspect’ has a restricted distribution.
(21)

verb.cvb addemmɜr-sub =ga
(22) k’ɜħawa

k’ɜħawa
coffee

šɜčɨččɜna
šɜčɨčč-ɜna
drink.cvb-1pl

addemmɜrenaga
addemmɜr-ena=ga
finish.pfv-1pl-time

sɜlɜwat
sɜlɜwat
salawat

ɨnnɨlɨnna
ɨnn-l-nna
1pl-say.ipfv-aux:1pl
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‘Having drunk coffee we say the Salawat-prayer.’
(23) gɜmɨsso

gɜmɨss-o
plow.first.cvb-3sg.m

addemmɜrga
addemmɜr-ø=ga
finish.pfv-3sg.m=time

ayɜma
ayɜma
ayema

ɨmmibbehal
ɨmm-y-bbehal
rel-3sg.m-be.called.ipfv

hall
hall-ø
ex-3sg.m

‘Having plowed for the first time there is something called ayema.’

4.4. Marking conditional clauses
4.4.1. Grammaticalization of the construction
The development from a marker of temporal clauses to a marker of conditional
clauses is a common grammaticalization process (Heine und Kuteva 2002: 202).
The construction in (24) is structurally identical with the construction marking
temporal clauses. But it marks now real condition.
(24)

protasis apodosis
verb.pfv =ga finite verb

4.4.2. Marking real condition with verbs
While example (25) illustrates the ambiguity, or in other words, the transitional
stage in the grammaticalization process, the examples (26), (27) and (28) are
clearly examples for conditional clauses.
(25) azihara

a-zihara
gen-pilgrimage

zɨɲe
zɨɲe
day

sɜw
sɜw
person

motɨga
mot-ø=ga
die.pfv-3sg.m=time

to
to
there

nɜy
nɜ-y
cop-3sg.m

ɨmmikk’ommɜt’
ɨmm-y-kk’ommɜt’
rel-3sg.m-be.cut.ipfv

ħɨnč’et
ħɨnč’et
wood

‘When/if someone dies on the day of pilgrimage it is there that wood is
cut.’

(26) wɜzzɜħga
wɜzzɜħ-ø=ga
be.much.pfv-3sm=if

nɜħase
nɜħase
August

ʕasraħammɨst
ʕasraħammɨst
fifteen

drɜs
drɜs
until

nɜy
nɜ-y
cop-3sg.m

t’ef
t’ef
t’ef

ɨmmizzerriʔ
ɨmm-y-zzerriʔ
rel-3sg.m-be.sowed.ipfv
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‘If it is much it is until August fifteen that T’ef will be sown.’
(27) fɜrrɜkɜyga

fɜrrɜk-ɜy=ga
can.pfv-3pl=if

tɨdarɜmɨn
tɨdar-ɜm-n
marriage-poss.3pl-acc

ħenǰullɜy
ħenǰ-u-ll-ɜy
hold.ipfv-3pl-aux-3pl

‘If they can (live as man and wife), they hold on their marital life.’
(28) affɨrɜkɜyga

al-fɨrɜk-ɜy=ga
neg-can.pfv-3pl-if

abbawɜmɨn
abba-ɜm-n
father-poss.3pl

ɨyyixaddɜmɜy
ɨyy-i-xaddɜm-ɜy
prog-rel-serve.pfv-3pl

bɜħandu
bɜ-ħand-u
at-one-art

ɨk’k’emmɜt’ullɜy
ø-ɨkk’emmɜt-’u-ll-ɜy
3-sit.ipfv-3pl-aux-3pl

‘‘If they cannot (live as man and wife), they live together with their father
helping him.’

4.4.3. Marking real condition with the existential verb
Examples (29) and (30) show the combination of =ga with the affirmative and
negative forms of the existential verb hall.
(29) t’ɜyyak’i

t’ɜyyak’i
questioner

hallɨga
hall-ø=ga
ex-3sg.m-if

lɜt’ɜyyak’i
lɜ-t’ɜyyak’i
for-questioner

ɨwweddɜll
ø-ɨwwedd-ɜll-ø
3sg.m-be.told.ipfv-aux-3sg.m

‘Iin case there is a questioner it will be told to him (the questioner).’
(30) tɜk’ɜbbaym

tɜk’ɜbbay-m
reveiver-top

yatɨga
yat-ø=ga
neg.ex-3sg.m=if

bɜgɨdd
bɜ-gɨdd
with-obligation

ħababɨllɜmi
ħababɨll-ɜm-i
soothe.cvb-3pl-obj.3sg.m
‘If there isn’t someone who accepts (listens) then they soothe him strongly
...’

4.4.4. Marking real condition of nominal clauses
The combination of =ga with the copula nɜ- is a construction which is almost
unique among Ethiosemitic languages. Usually, Ethiosemitic languages and even
other languages of that area too, use a split system, i.e. one type of copula in the
main and another in subordinate clauses.
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(31) dɜlgonna
dɜlgo=nna
wrap=and

k’ɜmis
k’ɜmis
dress

nɜyga
nɜ-i=ga
kop-3sg.m=if

šɜmla
šɜmla
embroidery

yatɜwom
yat-ø-ɜw-o-m
neg.kop-3sg.m-appl-obj.3sg.m-n
‘When it is a wrap and a dress, then it doesn't have embroidery on it.’

(32) bɜʕara
bɜʕara
bull

nɜyga
nɜ-y=ga
cop-3sg.m=if

tɜsaʕɨmtgi
tɜ-saʕɨmt=gi
in-seven=place

ɨnnɨsɜʕdɜbbɨnna
ɨnn-sɜʕd-ɜbb-nna
1pl-divide.ipfv-obj.3sg.m-aux.1pl
‘When it is a bull we divide it into seven parts.’

(33) simot
s-y-mot
when-3sg.m-die.ipfv

lɜħam
lɜħam
old

sɜw
sɜw
man

nɜyga
nɜ-y=ga
cop-3sg.m=if

to
to
there

tɜšexačč
tɜ-ø-šex-ačč
at-gen-Sheikh-pl

gɨbbi
gɨbbi
compound

nɜy
nɜ-y
cop-3sg.m

ɨmmikkʼebbɜr
ɨmm-y-kkʼebbɜr
rel-3sg.m-be.buried.ipfv

‘When someone dies (and) when (if) he is an old person, then he will be
buried in the place of the sheikhs (saints).’
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Abbreviations

adv adverb
appl applicative
aux auxiliary
dem demonstrative
comp complementizer
cop copula
cvb converb
def definite article
ex existential verb
gen genitive marker
ipfv imperfective
jus jussive
m masculine
neg negation marker
neg.ex negative existential

verb

obj object agreement
marker

pfv perfective
prog progressive marker
p plural
poss possessive suffixe
pp postposition
prp relational prefix
rel relative marker
rn relational noun
sg singular
sub subject
top topic marker
vn verbal noun
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